
"Working with Ilse has allowed us to grow at unprecedented levels. Her
Uncommon Results approach, has helped us and our employees be more
productive, feel more empowered and make a bigger impact in our
revenue, communities and the environment"

Antonio Verting, Co-Founder
Tetra Consulting
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I worked with Ilse after realising I needed some help with
understanding where I wanted my career to go. Ilse took it back to
the basics and helped me drive out the key ‘must have’ elements I
needed to strive for. Working with Ilse was eye opening; it allowed
me to explore blue sky thinking and unlocking my potential

Leah Smith - Chief of Staff - FlyForm 

"I highly recommend Ilse. She brings a unique set of skills: tech prowess,
understanding of marketing and an ability to grasp the big picture of
many business platforms. She also excels at guiding you down a path to
get your vision clear, but also knows how to guide you in the details of
execution. She’s caring, inspiring and a pleasure to work with”

Gerry Mihalick- Portfolio Manager and Entrepreneur



Ilse helped me work out what was important to me. I found that my
values were clashing with my workplace and manager, leading to high
levels of tension in the workplace. There were also some deep issues
from my previous workplace where I worked for several years.

Ilse, never judged or made assumptions. She acknowledged the way I was
being treated was not right, this seems a simple thing to say, but when
you are in the pressure silo, it can be difficult to know when one is being
irrational. I left my unhappy job and are now more assured and accept
who I am. Ilse was good to work with because she has also worked in the
corporate world so can appreciate those difficult situations in the office
environment.

 Gareth Owens - Planning Officer
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Thank you Ilse for helping me to tame my fear and realise that fear
has helped me get where I am today"

Emma Wilcox - Engagement Manager- FlyForm 

"Ilse delivered and absolutely brilliant workshop on managing change.
Her human approach and effective goal achievement system is already
making a difference at our organisation".

Linda Parsons - CEO -
The Other Shoe Conglomerate



"I can't recommend coaching with Ilse enough. She helped me
understand what was most important and most fulfilling for me,
zeroed in on the causes and effects which were holding me back
(which in my case was mostly impostor syndrome and lack of self-
confidence), and gave me the tools to overcome blockers and work
towards my goals. 

She is  professional, unbiased, and respectful, and an extremely
good listener, advisor, and confidant. And has an uncanny ability to
see the positive in absolutely everything! "

Jessica Blakey - Principal consultant at Unifi
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Jessica Blakey - Principal consultant at Unifi

"You should be proud of yourself, is not everyday you get to sell the
brand you've built to one of the biggest companies in the world."

John Guilleran - Co-Founder - FGE - sold to Accenture 



"Waking up early, ENERGIZED and ready to live my amazing life". 

Gerry - Financial Services Executive
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"I find myself sitting here almost a new person, but the same
person I have always been. I feel so empowered. This may be nuts
and out of the blue, but knowing you and just that one zoom
conversation where you said I need to believe in myself have, I feel,
altered my mind - I am ready to hear it now. I feel so fantastic I
cannot put words to it"

Joshua Hatcher - ServiceNow consultant SCC
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